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1.DRAG DROP
Select and move the Business Architect tasks to the Journey Centric Delivery project order column and
place them in the correct order.

Answer:

2.A customer applies for a credit card. In order for the credit card to be approved, the credit card
consultant must receive the results of a credit check.
How do you configure the case types to reflect their relationship?
A. Make both loan request and credit check top cases
B. Make credit a child case of credit card request
C. Make credit card request a child case of credit check
D. Make credit check a spin-off case of credit card request
Answer: B
3.You are assigned to a Pega implementation project as a Pega business architect.
Which task are you expected to perform?
A. Identify the initial backlog of case types
B. Organize the Project Kickoff meeting
C. Identify the scope of the initial release
D. Help to refine user stories ahead of a sprint
Answer: C
4.Which two aspects of application delivery are improved by using Direct Capture of Objectives? (Choose
two.)
A. Speed
B. Coding
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C. Accuracy
D. Testing
Answer: CD
5.While running through a case life cycle, a business stakeholder notices a problem in a summary view.
The view should be read-only but half of the form can be edited.
How can the business communicate this problem to the development tem using Agile Workbench?
A. Create a comment
B. Create a story
C. Create a bug
D. Create a note
Answer: D
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